
The Complete Advisory Solution



• Businesses today are finding that partnerships with advisors produce 
better results.

• Consultants generally provide 
• Short-lived specific solutions for specific problems.

• Provide limited strategic involvement and develop recommendations 
independently (as opposed to develop the solution in cooperation with the 
client). 

• Consulting all too often is a reaction to a problem.

• Advisors approach their relationships with clients differently. 
• They collaborate with businesses long term.  

• They help companies uncover potential problems, give direction on how to 
solve issues, and utilize a bigger picture approach to ongoing challenges. 

• It is truly future focused.

Make no mistake:
Advisory services differ from consulting services. 



• Business clients really do seek a deeper relationship 
with their accounting professional. From initial business 
launch through to succession planning, business owners 
require regular strategic guidance to stay on a healthy 
financial path. 

• Firms that offer high-value advisory services are better 
positioned to keep clients long-term, because they are 
providing immense value.
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Value beyond 
the numbers: 
How to grow 
with your clients

• I’ve seen a shift in the recent past of firms clearly 
reorienting their businesses to grow with their clients – to 
continue to add value long after the point where they would 
have parted ways – and set themselves up to maintain 
lifelong customers.

• Firms are now not only establishing themselves as trusted 
financial advisors from the start but diversifying their 
offering with additional services that support clients 
throughout their lifecycle. They’re positioning themselves as 
long-term partners, elevating themselves to provide 
strategic thought and vision.



Complete Advisory Solution 

positions you & your firm in the 

Advisory Role

It is truly future focused.



• … for You
• Win new clients through differentiation and innovative prospecting 

approaches

• Increase client spend through structured proactive business 
advisory services

• Nurture client relationships and enhance client retention by quality 
engagement

• Utilize tools that allow younger staff to become “rainmakers”

• … for Your Clients
• Engaging approach and sound counsel

• Understanding:  You can easily demonstrate to the client your 
interest & understanding of their business & their goals. Clients 
enjoy the interactivity & collaborative approach.

• Proactivity: CAS demonstrates the proactivity clients demand. They 
receive a full copy of everything from every meeting providing a 
high degree of transparency.

• In for the long haul: CAS has a strategic big picture approach that is 
all about them & their resilience. They see that their advisor is 
there for them & on the journey with them.



The Complete 
Advisory 
Solution

Licensed suite of tools

scripts & meeting agendas

use every step of the way in 
delivering Business Advisory 
Services

The license entitles you 
to use branded marketing 
materials

tutorials & programs to guide 
your every step. 

Meeting-facilitation tools
enables you to better 
understand client & prospect 
aspirations & business drivers

Opens the door for advisory projects 



Five suites
Over 30 

Applications



SUITE 1

• Two new Covid 19 Tools
• Help clients analyze their current situation

• Help clients plan for recovery through innovation 

• 10 Ways for Business
• 30 minute exploratory meting

• Look at ten key areas of strategic and business performance

• Simple closed end questions

• Highly visual

• 10 Ways for Wealth
• 30 minute exploratory meting

• Look at ten key areas of strategic wealth generation

• Simple closed end questions

• Highly visual



Look at this one…

The following slides represent small portions of the Complete Advisory Solution. Please note the 
solution will be branded with your firm logo to give you seamless firm presentations. 



Each application has
a user guide for the 
accountant



Each application has
a client meeting tool



10 Ways is the most 
basic of all tools

Start by asking simple 
questions  that lead to 
important client 
decisions 

Throughout the 
software anything in 
green is advisor 
entered and will be the 
result of your work 
with a client. 



Through a discovery 
conversation,  go through 10 
key areas of business with 
the client.



Continue the 
conversation … 2nd area



Continue the 
conversation … 3rd area



There are several similar pages used during this client meeting.  

Key decisions are tracked by the software and displayed on the next slide.



Summary page with items 
client has determined as their 
wants and needs 
After going through the 10, 
the priorities are already 
displayed, work with client to 
determine how to move 
forward. 

Here is the key 
question,where
the client “asks” 
for additional 
service.



SUITE 2

• Find the Gap Business
• Discovery tool

• Use annually

• Focus on  improvement

• 45 minutes

• Find the Gap Personal
• Discovery tool – best used post tax season

• Help client focus on wealth creation

• 45 minutes

• Corporate  / Business Owner Energizer
• High level discovery tools (use with mgt team or owner)

• Focus on key issues and areas of opportunity

• Encourages a renewed focus by the client

• Follow up module helps with closing

• 60 – 90 minutes



On this slide, you ask the client 
the questions (in blue)and then 
enter their response (the green 
text here)

Discovery – Find the Gap



Discovery – Find the Gap

Additional sample
pages



Discovery – Find the Gap



Discovery – Find the Gap

At the end of the client 
meeting key areas are 
summarized and ranked as to 
importance and urgency by 
the client



The client sees a visual 
representation of their responses.  
It is clear what priorities they have 
indicated should be a priority for 
the business.

This slide is automatically 
generated by CAS.

Discovery – Find the Gap



This slide is when the client makes 
the decision for additional 
services based on the discussion 
on the previous slides

Discovery – Find the Gap



SUITE 3

• Strategic Planning Toolkit
• Fully facilitated tool in four modules (4 hours  total)

• Provide strategic development sessions for the business

• Helps:
• align owners (management) to common objective

• Feel more in control of the business

• Renew focus, inspiration and commitment to the business

• Annual Review tool included

• Strategic Planning Toolkit for NEW Businesses
• Version of SPT designed for start-ups

• Enables you to quantity potential new clients

• Give new client a solid foundation and kick start for the business

• Personal Wealth Tracker
• Enable individuals to create a strategic personal wealth plan (90 minutes)

• Related Annual Wealth Tracker and Entrepreneurial Wealth Tracker



Th strategic planning toolkit is 
the most in-depth aspect of 
the solution. You walk 
through all areas of the 
business with your client



At the beginning of the toolkit is a 
20-minute inspiration presentation 
completely scripted for the 
advisor.



Additional script sample



Additional script sample









A chance to put the planning 
on paper regarding financial 
decisions made during the 
session.



Financial decisions made 
during the client meeting 
are automatically displayed 
graphically





As in all the tools, at the end of the Strategic 
Planning Toolkit, you work with the client on their
key areas & create a plan for additional services.

A complete PDF can be printed for each of the 
tools given to the client at the end of the session.



SUITE 4

• The Road Map
• Tool to engage client in a tailored road map (action steps) for 

the year

• You highlight your available advisory services

• Problem Solving Toolkit
• Help client focus on individual problems

• Open client’s  mind to new ideas / fresh approaches

• Management Meeting Toolkit
• Helps you run focused meetings with management

• Business Success Process / Business Success Process
• Tools to assist in coaching client as a part of implementation



The Road Map Tools helps 
you build a visual tool of 
the additional steps you 
will take with the client.



Visual Road Map for the 
client to plan for progress



Suite 5

• The Business Performance Review

• The People Performance Review

• The Personal Performance Review

• The Profit Improvement Toolkit

• The Top Line Growth Toolkit

• The Key Performance Toolkit

• The Risk Management Toolkit

• The Innovation Toolkit

• The Culture and Brand Toolkit

• The Value Extraction Toolkit

• The Personal Goals Toolkit





The Complete Advisory Solution


